1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Regular cyclic oscillations in populations observed across many taxa have intrigued ecologists for nearly a century since Elton\'s studies \[[@RSOS170536C1]\]. Previous theories have proposed two fundamental mechanisms, internal and external forces, for these oscillations. The internal force includes demographic details, such as physiological changes \[[@RSOS170536C2],[@RSOS170536C3]\], age-structure \[[@RSOS170536C4]--[@RSOS170536C6]\] and evolutionary adaptation \[[@RSOS170536C7]--[@RSOS170536C11]\], while the external one includes abiotic environmental fluctuations, such as stochasticity \[[@RSOS170536C12]--[@RSOS170536C14]\] seasonality \[[@RSOS170536C15]--[@RSOS170536C17]\] and species interactions \[[@RSOS170536C18]--[@RSOS170536C22]\].

Historically, a major species interaction which highly attracted attention was antagonism, including predator--prey interaction, due to its inherent tendency to oscillate \[[@RSOS170536C23]\]. Real ecosystems, however, comprise diverse species, suggesting that multiple interactions can interactively cause cycling \[[@RSOS170536C24],[@RSOS170536C25]\]. Although these studies focused on antagonistic interactions and contributed to our understanding of how interactions among multiple species are related to population cycles, other dimensions of the ecosystem remain to be studied.

Ecological communities comprise not only diverse species but also diverse interspecific interactions that link them, such as predation, parasitism, competition and mutualism. Recent theoretical studies have shown that such diversity in species and interaction types plays a major role in ecological communities through synergism \[[@RSOS170536C26]--[@RSOS170536C30]\], giving rise to a positive relationship between complexity and stability \[[@RSOS170536C26],[@RSOS170536C28]--[@RSOS170536C30]\]. By contrast, there is little understanding regarding how multiple interactions affect the population dynamics in low-dimensional systems.

A recent study examined the effects of a mixture of different interaction types on population dynamics in a community module (i.e. a simple system with few species) \[[@RSOS170536C31]\]. It presented a mathematical model of a three-species hybrid module, the dynamics of which are driven by antagonistic and mutualistic interactions. The model showed that the hybridity of the two interaction types tended to destabilize the system and lead to population oscillations with large amplitudes, despite the subsystems with either interaction type being globally stable \[[@RSOS170536C31]\]. However, only two interaction types were considered in that model, leaving an unanswered question of what effect, if any, other interaction types and mixing have on population dynamics.

Here, we introduce another major interaction type, competitive interaction, into the hybrid module with antagonistic and mutualistic interactions and show that population cycles can also emerge through multiple interaction types. In natural communities, a certain species usually has different interaction types with different interaction partners. For example, in forest communities, plants interact with herbivores, pollinators, parasitic fungi, mutualistic fungi and competing plants, forming antagonistic, mutualistic and competitive interactions \[[@RSOS170536C32],[@RSOS170536C33]\]. Similarly, in freshwater communities, protists with mutualistic partners such as chlorella interact with predators and competing protists \[[@RSOS170536C34]--[@RSOS170536C36]\]. Despite the universality of hybrid modules with the major interaction types in natural communities, their role in population dynamics remains less understood.

In this study, using a four-species model that incorporated antagonistic, mutualistic and competitive interactions, we analysed the effects of interaction-type diversity on population dynamics. We analytically show that population cycles emerging through multiple interaction types is a general feature of the simple module. Moreover, even when sub-modules with combinations of two interaction types are stabilized by weak interactions, we show that the system with all interaction types can cause population oscillations of large amplitudes, suggesting that mutualists can be a driver of population cycles through the interactions with other major interaction types.

2.. Model {#s2}
=========

Consider a simple four-species community where a resource species interacts with three other species: an exploiter, a mutualist and a competitor. This four-species system is the simplest system to comprise the major types of interaction: antagonistic, mutualistic and competitive. It may also reflect a prevalent ecological module consisting of a plant, its herbivore, a pollinator or seed disperser and a competing plant. We can extend the simplest model community with antagonistic and mutualistic interactions \[[@RSOS170536C31]\] to one with competitive interaction ([figure 1](#RSOS170536F1){ref-type="fig"}). The population dynamics can then be described by the following differential equations: $$\begin{matrix}
\frac{\text{d}X}{\text{d}t} & {= \left( {r_{X} - X - \beta W - aY + \frac{uZ}{h_{Z} + Z}} \right)\, X,} \\
\end{matrix}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
\frac{\text{d}W}{\text{d}t} & {= ({r_{W} - W - \alpha X})W,} \\
\end{matrix}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
\frac{\text{d}Y}{\text{d}t} & {= (gaX - d)Y} \\
\end{matrix}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
{\qquad\text{and}\qquad\frac{\text{d}Z}{\text{d}t}} & {= \left( {r_{Z} - Z + \frac{vX}{h_{X} + X}} \right)\, Z,} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *X*, *W*, *Y* and *Z* are the population levels of the resource species, competitor, exploiter and mutualist, respectively. The other parameters are as follows: *r~i~* is the *per capita* growth rate of the resource (*i = X*), competitor (*i = W*) and mutualist (*i = Z*); *α* and *β* are the competition coefficients (which are implicitly normalized by self-regulations assumed to be without loss of generality); *a* is the capture rate, defined as the *per capita* rate at which an exploiter captures the resource; *g* is the conversion efficiency, which relates the birth rate of the exploiter to its resource consumption; *d* is the death rate of the exploiter; *u* and *v* are the maximum benefits of the mutualistic interaction; and finally, *h~X~* and *h~Z~* are the half-saturation constants of the hyperbolic functional response. The strength of self-regulation for the mutualist is assumed to be 1 for analytical simplicity without loss of generality. Figure 1.Dynamics of population sizes. Illustrations along the upper side of the panels indicate the community modules that cause each population dynamics. The signs within the linking lines indicate the antagonistic (±), mutualistic (+) and competitive (--) interaction types. Colours indicate different species. Parameter values are: *r~X~* = *r~Z~* =* r~W~* = 1, *g =* 0.25, *d = *0.05, *h~X ~= h~Z ~=* 1, *a = *1.8, *u =* 3, *v =* 2, *α *= 0.2 and *β = *0.7. We chose this to satisfy the condition under which the sub-modules are under stable equilibrium, but the mixture of such modules causes instability (in equations (3.1)--(3.4)). Even if the strong symmetrical parameter values are relaxed, the same hybrid effect can be found if these inequalities are balanced.

We focus on a case where mutualism is facultative (*r~i~* \> 0). This assumption allows globally stable coexistence of both predator--prey and mutualistic pairs in isolation \[[@RSOS170536C31]\] and in the absence of competitor. However, the coupling of such globally stable systems can cause a stable limit cycle, suggesting a destabilizing effect of interaction-type diversity on population dynamics \[[@RSOS170536C31]\]. Here, we examine whether this prediction is robust following the introduction of competition as another major interaction type.

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

The analysis showed a major effect of competitive interaction on the population dynamics of the hybrid module with antagonistic and mutualistic interactions (the AM module). The invasion of a competitor tended to destabilize the hybrid community, amplifying population oscillations caused by the hybridity of antagonistic and mutualistic interactions. With increasing strength of competitive interaction, the amplitudes of population oscillations also increased ([figure 2](#RSOS170536F2){ref-type="fig"}). Even when the AM module was stable in isolation, adding competitive interaction caused a limit cycle to occur ([figure 1](#RSOS170536F1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, in an extreme case where all sub-modules---AM, AC (antagonism-competition) and MC (mutualism-competition)---were stable in isolation, such a limit cycle could still occur ([figure 1](#RSOS170536F1){ref-type="fig"}). In these instances, each system was globally stable when present with one interaction type, suggesting that population oscillations can be induced by hybridity of stable sub-modules with different interaction types. Figure 2.Effects of interspecific competition on the amplitudes and coefficient of variation of population oscillations. The amplitude (solid line) and coefficient of variation (dashed line) of population oscillation were calculated after using the dynamic approach to asymptotic behaviours, with varying competition coefficients. The resource species is used as the index of the amplitude. The tendency was the same regardless of the species used. Parameter values are the same as in [figure 1](#RSOS170536F1){ref-type="fig"} except for *a =* 2.5.

How does the hybridity of stable sub-modules cause population oscillations? Local stability analysis can help with the understanding of this phenomenon. First, we focused on the stability of AM and AC modules because these modules inherently cause limit cycles (using numerical simulations, we confirmed that only the MC module did not cause population oscillations). Then, we examined the stability of the full model (equations (2.1)\--(2.4)) and analysed the local stability of each system by linearizing the dynamics near the non-trivial equilibrium. We judged the local stability by whether the characteristic equation of their Jacobian matrix satisfied the Routh--Hurwitz criteria.

Without a competitor (*W* = 0), limit cycle never occurred in the AM module, and all species coexisted stably when the following criterion was met \[[@RSOS170536C31]\]: $$Y^{\ast} > \frac{Z^{\ast}(X^{\ast} + Z^{\ast})(M - 1)}{ad},$$ where *X*\* = *d*/*ga*, *Y*\* = (1/*a*){*r~X~* -- *X*\* + *uZ*\*/(*h~Z~* +* Z*\*)}, *Z*\* = *r~Z~* + *vX*\*/(*h~X~* +* X*\*) and *M = uvh~X~h~Z~*/ (*h~X ~*+* X*\*)^2^(*h~Z ~*+* Z*\*)^2^. The asterisk indicates the non-trivial equilibrium. Here, *M* is the 'antagonistic and mutualistic effect' because it becomes large by efficient exploitation (large *a*) and sufficient mutualism (large *u* and/or *v*). Equation (3.1) clearly shows that weaker antagonistic and mutualistic effects (*M \< *1) do not cause population cycles in the AM module.

In a similar way, without mutualism (*Z *= 0), limit cycle never occurred in the AC module, and all species coexisted stably when the following criterion was met (see electronic supplementary material, S1): $$Y^{\ast} > \frac{W^{\ast}(X^{\ast} + W^{\ast})(\alpha\beta - 1)}{ad},$$ where *W*\* =* r~W ~*− *αX*\* and *Y*\* = (1/*a*)(*r~X ~*-- *X*\* − *βW*\*). This implied that weaker interspecific competition (*αβ *\< 1) did not cause population cycles in the AC module. These results show that sub-modules with antagonistic interactions (the AM and AC modules) did not cause stable limit cycles when antagonistic, mutualistic or competitive interactions were weak. Thus, population cycles may be caused by a coupling effect of sub-modules. Indeed, we show that stability with the three interaction types can be broken in the hybrid module even when the equilibria in each antagonistic sub-module are locally stable (the AM and AC modules).

Local stability analysis indicated that either of the following conditions was necessary for cycles to occur in the full model (electronic supplementary material, S1): $$Y^{\ast} < L(\alpha\beta + M - 1),$$ or $$Y^{\ast} < L(W^{\ast} + Z^{\ast})\,\left\{ {\frac{\alpha\beta - 1}{Z^{\ast}} + \frac{M - 1}{W^{\ast}} - \frac{1}{X^{\ast}}} \right\},$$ where *Y*\* = (1/*a*){*r~X~* − *X*\* − *βW*\* + *uZ*\*/(*h~Z~* +* Z*\*)} and *L = X*\**W*\**Z*\*/{*da*(*W*\* + *Z*\*)}. Equation (3.3) suggests that the equilibrium can be locally unstable if the sum of the antagonistic and mutualistic effect (*M*) and competition effect (*αβ*) are greater than 1, even when each interaction effect is weak or less than 1 (*M* \< 1 and *αβ* \< 1). This prediction is also supported by numerical analysis ([figure 3](#RSOS170536F3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, equations (3.3) and (3.4) show that larger effects of interspecific interaction effects (*M*, *αβ* \> 1) tend to destabilize the system (electronic supplementary material, S2). In an extreme case where the exploitation rate (*a*) was very large, we proved that the equilibrium was always unstable (electronic supplementary material, S1). Figure 3.Parameter regions indicating stability of the coexistence equilibrium. Coexistence is impossible in the black region. However, the coexistence equilibrium is stable in the white region and unstable (a limit cycle occurs) in the grey region. The values of competition coefficients (non-free parameters) are shown above the panels. Parameter values are the same as in [figure 1](#RSOS170536F1){ref-type="fig"}.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

Interaction-type diversity has attracted attention in the field of community ecology \[[@RSOS170536C26],[@RSOS170536C37]--[@RSOS170536C42]\]. However, little is understood about its role in population dynamics. In this study, we analytically showed that interaction-type diversity was associated with inherent population oscillations in a simple community module. To allow stability in the system, sufficiently weak interaction strengths are necessary for all interaction types. However, even if each interaction is weak enough to stabilize sub-modules without another interaction type, the stability may be broken by bonding of the three interaction types, resulting in population oscillations with large amplitudes. This provides a novel role of mutualist in driving population cycles through the interactions with other multiple interaction types.

Population cycles caused by multiple interaction types result from the indirect effects of the exploiter on mutualist or competitor through a resource species. The mutualist indirectly increases the exploiter through an increase in the mutualistic partner resource species. Then, the increase in the exploiter indirectly increases the competitor through higher exploitation of the resource species and simultaneously, but also indirectly, decreases the mutualist. Through these indirect effects, resource species are reduced to a large degree, which in turn reduces the level of the exploiter and causes the cycle to begin again.

The present theory predicts that three major interaction types under study can cause unstable population cycles with large amplitudes and does not allow species to stably coexist when interactions are strong. This prediction is supported by an earlier model with a large ecological network. In their research, Mougi and Kondoh demonstrated that interaction-type diversity can stabilize larger communities with many species, giving rise to a positive complexity--stability relationship provided that each species allocates their interaction efforts separately to each interacting partner species \[[@RSOS170536C26],[@RSOS170536C28],[@RSOS170536C29]\]. This suggests that unstable population oscillations are likely to occur in smaller systems, because the interaction strengths become stronger in such smaller systems, given the interaction effort allocation. This biological viewpoint reinforces the prediction of population cycles due to multiple interaction types in small communities.

There are three possibilities as to why cycles are caused by species interaction. First, as is classically known, strong interspecific competition can cause cycles by combining with antagonistic interactions \[[@RSOS170536C43]\]. Second, a strong coupling of antagonistic and mutualistic interactions could be involved \[[@RSOS170536C31]\]. Third, cycles may only emerge by mixing all three interaction types. Although predator--prey cycles have been a key mechanism in population cycles, we propose a new mechanism for population cycles, namely mutualist induced cycles under the existence of multiple interaction types.

Our prediction from the simple model in this study is supported by a more mechanistic but analytically intractable model \[[@RSOS170536C44]\]. In a similar system construct to ours, several specific functional forms were assumed: type III functional response of the exploiter to the resource; mutualistic interaction with density-dependent costs and benefits; obligate mutualism; density-dependent mortality of the exploiter and a protection effect by mutualistic fungi for the resource plant against the enemy. The hybrid system also shows population cycles with large amplitudes, but it is unclear whether the cycles are caused by multiple interaction types, because the modules with antagonistic or mutualistic interactions are inherently unstable.

The present theory sheds light on the mechanisms underlying population cycles. One such mechanism includes higher dimensional systems with multiple species beyond a classical pairwise consumer--resource interaction \[[@RSOS170536C45]\]. Another dimension, interaction-type diversity, may aid in further understanding the population cycles.
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